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Abstract

A numerical investigation has been performed to study pressure-driven turbulent flow in a rod-roughened channel at Reynolds

number Res ¼ 400 based on the mean pressure-gradient. Both channel walls were roughened by square rods with a height k of only

1.7% of the channel height or kþ ¼ 13:6 in wall units. The pitch-to-height ratio was 8, which corresponds to the so-called ‘‘k-type’’
roughness and the resulting flow field was classified as ‘‘transitionally rough’’. The Reynolds-averaged streamline pattern exhibited

two co-rotating vortices which filled the cavity between two consecutive rods. The averaged flow field which separated from one rod

did not reattach and a return flow was observed all along the bottom of the cavity. Outside the roughness sublayer, i.e. beyond 5k,
no discernible streamwise variation of the mean velocity and second-order statistics could be observed, whereas the correlation

between the streamwise and wall-normal mean velocity components persisted somewhat further away from the surface. Inside the

roughness sublayer, however, significant differences in the turbulence field between smooth- and rough-wall layers were observed,

for instance the high-energy region formed by the shear layer emanating from the crest of the roughness elements. Visualizations of

instantaneous flow fields revealed the presence of elongated streaky structures similar to those routinely observed in flows along a

smooth surface.

� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Despite extensive studies of boundary layer flow on

rough surfaces, the understanding of the physical

mechanisms at work is still a subject of debate. The flow

in the roughness sublayer is remarkably inhomogeneous
and this is one reason why incomplete information is

available from experimental studies of rough-wall

boundary layers. Another difficulty in experiments is

that the high turbulence intensities encountered near the

roughness elements, cause many standard measurement

techniques (X-wire anemometry in particular) to suffer

from substantial errors that have often proven difficult

to diagnose and correct (Raupach et al., 1991). Direct
numerical simulation (DNS), on the other hand, allows

the spatial and temporal evolution of the turbulent flow

field to be examined in such detail that is not routinely

available in a laboratory.
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Rough-wall boundary layer research has been given

significant attention in recent years. Measurements of

several turbulence quantities and studies of coherent

structures in turbulent boundary layers over rough walls

have been carried out for instance by Wood and Anto-

nia (1975), Bandyopadhyay (1987), Krogstad et al.
(1992), Grass et al. (1993), Krogstad and Antonia

(1999), Djenidi et al. (1999), Antonia and Krogstad

(2001) and Bakken and Krogstad (2003). While the ef-

fects of surface roughness on the mean velocity profiles

are now fairly well documented (e.g. Raupach et al.,

1991 and Bergstrom et al., 2002), uncertainty still exists

with respect to the effect a rough surface has on turbu-

lent quantities (Krogstad and Antonia, 1999).
DNS, as well as large-eddy simulation (LES), has

only recently been employed to examine turbulent flows

over rough surfaces. From the perspective of the

atmospheric boundary layer, Maass and Schumann

(1994), De Angelis et al. (1997), Cherukat et al. (1998)

and Henn and Sykes (1999) performed numerical sim-

ulations of turbulent flow in a channel with a sinusoidal

bottom wall. Miyake et al. (2000) performed a DNS of
turbulent flow and heat transfer in a plane channel with
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sand roughness on one wall. They continued their work

by simulating a turbulent channel flow (Miyake et al.,

2001 and Tsujimoto et al., 2001) in which the bottom

wall was roughened by two-dimensional transverse
square rods. The rod height, k, was 7% of the channel

height. It was shown that the major effect of roughness

was to enhance the turbulent mixing and heat exchange.

Leonardi et al. (2003a,b) similarly performed DNS of

fully developed channel flow with a rough bottom wall

and smooth upper wall. The rough surface consisted of

transverse square bars separated by a streamwise dis-

tance w. The height of the square bars was 10% of the
channel height. A wide range of pitch to height ratio,

k=k, was considered. Here, k denotes the pitch, i.e. the

streamwise periodicity wþ k induced by the square rods.

Very recently, DNS of one-sided rod-roughened channel

flow has also been performed by Ikeda and Durbin

(2002) and Nagano et al. (2003), whereas results of an

LES were presented by Cui et al. (2003). A common

feature of all these earlier computer simulations is that
only one channel wall was roughened whereas the other

wall remained smooth. The height of roughness ele-

ments was typically in between 5% and 10% of the

channel height.

In the present work, DNS is employed for the first

time to simulate turbulent flow in a channel with both

walls roughened by square rods. The principal objective

of the study is to investigate the roughness effects on the
mean and turbulent flow fields and to examine how far

from the near-wall region these effects are felt. To this

end, we consider a roughness height k which is only

1.7% of the channel height. This relative roughness

height is thus smaller than in all earlier simulations by at

least a factor of 3.
2. Flow configuration

A sketch showing the channel, the flow orientation,

the coordinate system, and the roughness shape is given

in Fig. 1. A coordinate system is adopted in which x is

aligned with the primary flow direction, y is measured

vertically from the bottom wall, and z is parallel to the
Fig. 1. Schematic of the flow configuration.
roughness crests. The domain size is ðLx;Ly ; LzÞ ¼
ð6:528h; 2h; phÞ, i.e. practically the same as in the

smooth channel simulation by Moser et al. (1999) at

their intermediate Reynolds number (hereinafter de-
noted MKM395). The flow is statistically homogeneous

in the spanwise direction. Periodic boundary conditions

are used in the streamwise and spanwise directions and

no-slip conditions are imposed at all rigid surfaces. The

roughness elements are assumed to be two-dimensional,

transverse square rods of cross section k � k, positioned
in a non-staggered arrangement on both walls (Fig. 1).

The computational domain encompasses 24 square rods
on each wall. The pitch-to-height ratio k=k is 8, which is

in the range that Furuya et al. (1976) found to exhibit

the largest influence on the mean velocity profile. Perry

et al. (1969) called this type of roughness configuration

‘‘k-type roughness’’ since the roughness function showed

a clear dependency on k. The roughness height is 1.7%

of channel height (k ¼ 0:034h) which amounts to 13.6

times the viscous length scale m=us. Here, us is defined as

us � � h
q
dP
dx

� �1=2

, where q is the fluid density and dP=dx
is the imposed pressure gradient. According to the
classification suggested by Ligrani and Moffat (1986),

the flow regime is thus transitionally rough, i.e. the flow

depends both on the Reynolds number and the rough-

ness height.
3. Numerical method and resolution

The governing equations for an incompressible

Newtonian fluid, i.e. the Navier–Stokes equation and

the continuity equation, are integrated over a finite

volume according to the volume-balance method of

Schumann (1975). The resulting equations are solved

numerically on a staggered and non-uniform Cartesian

grid by the parallel computer code MGLET (Manhart,

2004). Pressure is defined at the center of each grid cell
and the velocity components at the interfaces. Velocity

components and their derivatives are obtained by lin-

ear interpolation and central differences respectively.

As a result, the spatial discretisation is of second-order

accuracy. Using a leapfrog scheme for the explicit time

integration of the momentum equations, a second-or-

der accurate time step is achieved. This combination of

central differencing and a leapfrog time step is energy
conserving for the one-dimensional convection equa-

tion and therefore appropriate for DNS. The Poisson

equation for the pressure is solved by a multi-grid

method based on pointwise velocity–pressure itera-

tions. The computational grid is divided into an arbi-

trary number of subgrids that are treated as

independent grid blocks in parallel processing.

MGLET is a block-structured code in order to manage
multiple grids that arise from the parallelization (see

Manhart et al., 2001 for more details). Validation of
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Fig. 2. Streamline pattern in the vicinity of the roughness elements.

The Roman numerals identify chosen streamwise locations.
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the simulation code has been performed in the course

of various DNS and LES studies of turbulent flow in a

smooth channel (Manhart et al., 1998), and separating

and reattaching turbulent boundary layer flow (Man-
hart and Friedrich, 2002).

A constant mean pressure-gradient dP=dx < 0 drives

the flow throughout the rod-roughened channel. The

driving pressure gradient is fixed such as to achieve a

friction Reynolds number Res � ush=m equal to 400, i.e.

essentially the same as the intermediate Reynolds

number case reported by MKM395. Uniform grid

spacing is selected for the streamwise and spanwise
directions. A total of 768 computational cells are used in

the x-direction and 160 cells in the z-direction. In the

wall-normal direction, the total number of computa-

tional cells is 160, out of which 24 are equally placed

within the distance y ¼ 3k from the channel walls so that

the minimum grid spacing is Dþ
ymin ¼ 1:7. Accordingly,

the first grid point at which the streamwise velocity is

computed is located at yþ1 ¼ 0:85. The grid resolutions
in the two homogeneous directions are Dþ

x � 3:2 and

Dþ
z � 7:85 in wall units. With this resolution, three

nodes are embedded in the viscous sublayer, i.e. inside of

yþ ¼ 5.

In previous LES investigations of turbulent flow over

obstacles with sharp edges (Werner and Wengle, 1993),

spurious oscillatory modes (‘‘wiggles’’) have been ob-

served upstream of the leading edge where the velocity
gradients are steep. These ‘‘wiggles’’ come from the

insufficient properties of the second-order central

approximations used. In the present simulation, the fine

spatial resolution was sufficient to hold the cell-Peclet

number in the range of two where wiggles cannot be

observed any more.
4. Results

The direct outcome of a DNS is the time-dependent

and three-dimensional fields for the three velocity

components (U : streamwise, V : wall-normal and W :

spanwise) and the pressure P . Statistical averaging (de-

noted by hi) is performed in the homogeneous spanwise

direction and time so that single-point statistics are
functions of both x and y. Statistics are collected over

approximately 40 nearly independent data fields, all

separated by 0:5t�, where t� is the time unit h=us. For the
fully developed flow, the mean quantities vary periodi-

cally with a periodicity equal to the roughness pitch (k)
that implies a quasi-homogeneity in the streamwise

direction. The points (x; y) and (xþ nk; y), where n is an

integer, are statistically equivalent and the number of
samples are substantially increased by taking advantage

of this streamwise periodicity. Results are reported at

the four characteristic streamwise positions shown in

Fig. 2.
4.1. Mean velocity

The streamlines associated with the statistically

averaged mean flow hUi and hV i are shown in Fig. 2. A
modest expansion of the core flow can be observed

above the cavity formed by two consecutive rods,

whereas the streamlines beyond y=h � 0:1, i.e. more

than three rod heights k from the surface, are practically

parallel. Two recirculation zones fill most of the cavity.

The mean flow separates from the roughness elements

and forms a large separation bubble downstream of

each rod, whereas a smaller vortex with the same sign of
circulation is formed just upstream of the next rod. The

mean flow does never attach at the bottom of the cavity,

but instead forms a saddle point (S) in between the two

recirculation zones. Leonardi et al. (2003b), at exactly

the same pitch-to-height ratio but significantly higher

kþ, observed that the flow reattached to the bottom and

formed a short recovery region before another flow

separation occurred. In the present case, however, the
absence of a reattachment point at the cavity bottom

gives rise to a continuous return flow all along the

bottom surface. The resulting wall shear stress is there-

fore acting in the direction of the core flow.

The reason why the flow does not reattach in the

present case can be described to the significantly lower

turbulence intensities, and thus a correspondingly low

turbulent diffusivity, downstream of the trailing corner
of a roughness element, as will be shown in 4.4. Here, it

should be recalled that the height of the rods is

kþ ¼ 13:6 (measured in wall units), whereas Leonardi

et al. (2003b) simulated a flow with kþ about 90, i.e.

more than six times larger rods.

Fig. 2 indicates some selected locations I–IV. Section

I is located at the focal point of the primary recircula-

tion zone downstream of the roughness element
(x=k ¼ 0:312). Section II is located at the saddle-point
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between the two recirculation zones (x=k ¼ 0:71) and

Section III is located at the focal point of the second

recirculation zone (x=k ¼ 0:875). Finally, Section IV is

located at the center of the roughness crest (x=k ¼ 1:0).
The mean velocity profile with some different scalings

is compared to the smooth case in Fig. 3. For the rough

case, the streamwise velocity hUi at x=k ¼ 0:312 is re-

ported. Velocity profiles at other streamwise locations

collapse in the outer region. The rough-wall profile in

outer coordinates in Fig. 3(a) shows a significant devi-

ation from the smooth case all across the channel.

Owing to the higher surface drag, the flow rate is re-
duced and the mean velocity profile on the rough surface

is less bodied than that obtained on a smooth surface. In

the outer region the mean velocity defect can be ex-

pressed as ðU0 � hUiÞ=us ¼ f ðy=hÞ where U0 is the cen-

ter-line velocity. As can be seen from Fig. 3(b) the

profiles collapse in the outer region. This observation

suggests that f ðy=hÞ is universal, i.e., the velocity char-

acteristics are independent of surface geometry in the
outer region. This is indeed consistent with Townsend’s

(1976) Reynolds number similarity hypothesis. Fig. 3(c)

shows the defect profiles scaled with center-line velocity

U0, which is similar to the scaling George and Castillo

(1997) proposed for smooth-wall zero pressure-gradient

boundary layers. In presence of roughness, the defect

profile shifts upwards. Velocity profiles normalized by us
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Fig. 3. Mean velocity profile at x=k ¼ 0:312. Circles represent smooth channe

(c) defect law, outer scaling and (d) inner scaling.
are shown in Fig. 3(d). For a given pressure-gradient,

the average velocity hUi decreases, as expected. The log-
region is preserved and shifted downwards in accor-

dance with the law-of-the-wall

Uþ ¼ 1

j
ln yþ þ B� DUþ; ð1Þ

where j is the von K�arm�an constant. DUþ is called the

roughness function and is a measure of the capacity of

the surface to absorb momentum or, in other words, is

a measure of the increase in local drag due to rough-

ness. In fully rough flows the roughness function is

known to vary logarithmically with kþ, i.e. in accor-

dance with DUþ ¼ 1
j ln k

þ þ C, where C ¼ 1:2 in
boundary layer flows (Krogstad and Antonia, 1999)

and 1.9 in rod-roughened channel flow (Bakken and

Krogstad, 2003). The downward shift DUþ is about 7.0

in Fig. 3(d), whereas the curve-fit formula due to

Bakken and Krogstad gives DUþ � 8:3. The observa-

tion that DUþ is significantly below the experimentally

deduced relationship for the fully rough flow regime

suggests that the present flow is transitionally rough.
The much higher value DUþ � 13:2 found by Leonardi

et al. (2003b) for the same pitch-to-height ratio is

consistent with their six times larger value of kþ and,

moreover, quite close to the experimentally observed

logarithmic variation.
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4.2. Momentum balance

In flows over rough surfaces, the roughness elements

distort the streamwise mean flow in the near-wall region,
as indicated already by the bulging of the streamlines

depicted in Fig. 2. The contour plot of the mean wall-

normal velocity component in Fig. 4(a) shows periodi-

cally alternating flows towards the wall and away from

the wall in the near-wall region. The streamwise

momentum equation for the rough-wall channel flow

can be written as

0 ¼ � ohP i
ox

þ o

ox
l
ohUi
ox

�
� qhu2i � qhUi2

�

þ o

oy
l
ohUi
oy

�
� qhuvi � qhUihV i

�
: ð2Þ

It can be seen from the RHS of Eq. (2) that there is a

contribution of mean momentum transport �qhUihV i
to the shear stress. This contribution is absent in case of

a smooth-wall channel flow where hV i is everywhere
zero. Contours of �hUihV i are shown in Fig. 4(b) and

reveal large positive pockets midway between the crests

of two neighboring rods. Fig. 5 shows the variation of

�hUihV i and the viscous and turbulent terms across the

channel over the roughness crest. �hUihV i is maximum

at y=h � 0:05. Moreover, hUi and hV i become uncor-

related at a vertical distance from the boundary larger

than y=h � 0:35 or about 10k. The rod-induced corre-
lation hUihV i is of dynamical importance in the imme-

diate vicinity of the rods, where its magnitude exceeds

2u2s . At a distance 5k away from the surface, however.

hUihV i has been reduced by a factor 20, which makes its

contribution to the total shear in Eq. (2) of marginal

importance.
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At y=h � 0:05, hUihV i is about 0:08huvi, where the

over bar denotes averaging over one roughness period k.
Djenidi et al. (1999), who studied a turbulent boundary

layer over a d-type roughness, estimated on the basis of
their LDV measurements hUihV i to be about 0:33huvi in
the plane of roughness crests, i.e. significantly more

influential than in the present case.

4.3. Friction and form drags

In a smooth channel, like that considered by

MKM395 and others, the driving pressure gradient
dP=dx is required to overcome the wall shear stress sw.
In a rod-roughened channel, however, both form drag

and skin friction contribute to the flow resistance. Since

the mean flow varies periodically with x in the present

configuration, so does sw. Let us now define a local skin-

friction coefficient CfðxÞ � swðxÞ=ð12 qU 2
0 Þ where U0 de-

notes the centerline velocity. Here, swðxÞ is evaluated

along the bottom of the cavities and along the crest of
the rods. The streamwise variation of the skin-friction is

presented in Fig. 6. A high level of Cf is observed at the

leading corner of the rod and the wall-friction therefore

decays with x, similarly to the decaying Cf in a turbulent

boundary layer at a flat plate. Here, Cf remains positive

all along the crest, whereas Leonardi et al. (2003b) ob-

served flow separation, i.e. Cf < 0, for k=k > 8 in their

parameter study. All along the bottom of the cavity
formed by two consecutive rods, however, Cf is nega-

tive, as expected in view of the streamline pattern dis-

played in Fig. 2. The streamwise-averaged skin friction

Cf ¼ 4:5� 10�4. In the rod-roughened channel, the

difference DP between the surface-averaged pressure on
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the leading and trailing surfaces of the rods causes the

form drag, which can be expressed in terms of a

dimensionless drag coefficient Cd � DP=ð1
2
qU2

0 Þ. In the

present case Cd is obtained to be 9.2 · 10�2 and this form

drag is responsible for the entire flow resistance, except
that exerted by the crest of the rods.

4.4. Turbulence statistics

Significant distortions in the turbulent stress fields arc

generated by the roughness elements. Contour plots in
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Fig. 7 show the variation of Reynolds stresses in the xy-
plane. The horizontal dashed-line in the plots indicates

the estimated thickness of the roughness sublayer, i.e. 5

times the roughness height, according to Townsend
(1976). It is seen that the inhomogeneity in turbulence

stresses does not extend beyond y=h � 0:17 (yþ � 68)

and the roughness effects are apparently felt only inside

the roughness sublayer. The streamwise normal stress

hu2i attains its maximum over the cavity region, while

the spanwise component (w2) exhibits a peak level just

upstream of the rods’ leading edges. The turbulent

intensities are significantly lower downstream of the
trailing edge of the roughness elements. The greatest

contribution to the Reynolds shear stress comes from

the region above the saddle point, i.e. somewhat up-

stream of the leading edge of the roughness elements.

Comparison between the contour plots of �huvi in Fig.

7 and contours of mean wall-normal velocity, hV i, in
Fig. 4(a) shows that the regions of high Reynolds shear

stress corresponds to the regions in which hV i changes
sign.

The variation of the normalized Reynolds stresses

from the wall to the centerline is shown in Fig. 8 in outer

coordinates and in Fig. 9 in inner coordinates. The

vertical dashed line indicates the estimated thickness of

the roughness sublayer. Inside this layer, the maximum

value of the streamwise Reynolds stress is significantly

reduced as it depicts the direct effect of the presence of
the roughness elements. Outside the roughness sublayer,

however, the profiles of the individual Reynolds stress
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location x=k. Moreover, the variation with y is about the
same as in smooth channel flow (MKM395).

Fig. 9 in which the vertical solid line indicates the

location of the crest of the roughness elements, high-

lights the near-wall region. The largest turbulent stresses

are generated in layers above the plane of the roughness

crests, whereas at the crest plane the turbulence level is

rather low. Most noticeable is the distinct peak in the
spanwise Reynolds stress at x=k ¼ 0:875. This is believed
to be due to the blocking effect of the roughness ele-

ments. The energy is removed from the streamwise

component and redistributed among the spanwise and

wall-normal stresses. A tiny region near the crest of the
rod can also be observed, in which the off-diagonal

component huvi becomes positive, cf. the profile of huvi
at x=k ¼ 1:0 in Fig. 9.

4.5. Production of the turbulent kinetic energy

The time-averaged mean rate of production of tur-

bulent kinetic energy (TKE), P, is given by the follow-

ing equation:

P � �huvi ohUi
oy

� hu2i ohUi
ox

� huvi ohV i
ox

� hv2i ohV i
oy

:

ð3Þ
Here, the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass is de-

fined as ðhu2i þ hv2i þ hw2iÞ=2. The first two terms on

RHS of Eq. (3) represent a direct transfer of energy from

the mean flow to the streamwise contribution hu2i=2.
The third and fourth terms represent a direct transfer to
hv2i=2. The last three terms in Eq. (3) vanish identically

in a smooth channel whereas in the rough case, these

terms can obtain significant values in localized areas

close to the roughness elements. The first term, however,

is dominant throughout most of the two-dimensional

field. The TKE production P in Eq. (3) is computed

from the simulated flow field and made dimensionless

with u4s=m. The contours in Fig. 10 exhibit a wide pro-
duction maximum somewhat upstream of the rods and

flush with their crests. Inside the cavity and near the

bottom-wall, the production rate is rather small. Fig. 11

depicts the profiles of TKE production at various

streamwise locations. The values of the rough-wall TKE

production within the roughness sublayer region are

higher than in the smooth case, except in the innermost

wall-region, i.e. y < k.
Above the crest of the rods, the TKE production

exhibits an exceptional variation. The abrupt drop in the

Reynolds shear stress �huvi below yþ ¼ 30 (see Fig. 9)

makes the primary production unusually small in this

particular area. The alternating sign of P is associated
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with the variation of the secondary production term on

the RHS of Eq. (3), as presented in Fig. 12. In the

immediate vicinity of the crest of the rods, the flow is

decelerated and �hu2i ohUi
ox becomes positive, whereas a

flow acceleration takes place a little further away from

the leading edge of the rods where �hu2i ohUi
ox < 0. The

secondary production term thus tends to enhance the

TKE very close to the roughness crest and reduce it
further out. This observation suggests that the TKE-

producing structures are locally quenched by the crest of

the roughness elements. Outside the roughness sublayer,

on the other hand, the value of TKE production is same

as in the smooth case. This is another evidence that the

effects of roughness on the turbulence field are rather

confined to the roughness sublayer.

4.6. Instantaneous turbulence characteristics

Previous studies of the smooth-wall turbulence have

shown that the coherent quasi-streamwise vortical

structures are responsible for TKE production peak in

the near-wall region (e.g. see Kline and Robinson, 1990).

However, it is not unlikely that different flow structures

may contribute to the TKE production over the rough
surface. As it can be seen from Fig. 10, the production of

TKE on the rough surface is associated with the shear

layer emanating from the crest of the roughness ele-
ments. The study of the structure of turbulence in the

roughness sublayer may thus provide an answer to the

question whether or not the TKE-producing structures

in the rough-wall turbulence are similar to those near a
smooth wall.

To this end, contours of the instantaneous fluctu-

ating part of the streamwise and spanwise components

of the velocity (u and w) in different xz-planes are

shown in Fig. 13. Close to the bottom wall and within

the cavity valley at yþ ¼ 6, the low momentum fluid is

trapped between the roughness elements and no

coherent structures can practically be formed in the
streamwise direction (Fig. 13(a)). Instead, small orga-

nized pockets of positive and negative fluctuating

velocity in the spanwise direction can be observed (Fig.

13(b)). In the immediate vicinity of the crest of the

roughness elements and in the plane located at vertical

position yþ ¼ 14, some structures are formed just

above the cavity region (Fig. 13(c)). Darker areas

represent the low-speed fluid. These structures are lo-
cally interrupted by the roughness elements. However,

the coherence of the structures persists over successive

roughness elements and resembles the streaky pattern

which can be seen in Fig. 13(e) at yþ ¼ 20. At this wall

distance, which coincides with the peak of the TKE

production in Figs. 10 and 11, some streaky structures

elongated in the streamwise direction are present.

Their organization, however, is distorted by the high
turbulence intensities present in the field. This is evi-

dent from Fig. 13(c), (d) and (f) where no obvious

coherence is seen in the spanwise fluctuation, Leonardi

et al. (2003a) observed elongated near-wall structures

for flow over square cavity (k=k ¼ 2:0), but streaky

flow patterns like those in Fig. 13(e), could not be

discerned for the pitch-to-height ratio k=k ¼ 8:0. Since
no streaky structures are present in fully rough flow
past a k-type surface, the presence of streaks in the

present case is another indication that the flow is

transitionally rough.

In order to portray the instantaneous flow structures

in the rough-wall channel flow, the objective detection

criterion of Jeong and Hussain (1995) is employed. They

found that true vortical structures buried within a shear

layer are well-presented by connected regions where the
second largest eigen-value (k2) of the tensor SikSkj þ
XikXkj is negative. Sij and Xij are the symmetric and

anti-symmetric parts of the velocity gradient tensor

ui;j ¼ oui=oxj, respectively. The k2-based vortex defini-

tion is powerful enough to extract organized events from

the background shear characteristic of boundary layers.

Since k2 values are Galilean invariant, they are reliable

indicators of coherent vortex structures. The vortical
structures are extracted by plotting iso-surfaces of k2
(normalized by u4s=m

2) equal to some threshold. Snap-

shots of vortical structures with threshold of 3.8% of the

maximum value of )0.55 are shown in Fig. 14(a) and



Fig. 13. Iso-surfaces of the fluctuating velocity in the streamwise (left panel) and spanwise (right panel) directions: (a) and (b) yþ ¼ 6; (c) and (d)

yþ ¼ 14; (e) and (f) yþ ¼ 20.
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(b), for the rough-wall and smooth-wall channels. The

present choice was made so that the various vortical
structures would be easily identifiable with minimal

background noise.

Fig. 14 shows that various vortical structures are

densely populated in the boundary layer over the rough

surface. In the smooth case, the majority of the vortical

structures are aligned in the streamwise direction

whereas in the rough case, rather complex patterns of

vortical structures are observed. Some quasi-streamwise
structures with less organization in the spanwise direc-

tion are formed within the roughness sublayer. Inco-

herent spanwise vortical structures are shed from the

crest of the roughness elements and consequently, a high

degree of three-dimensionality of the flow is observed in

the vicinity of the two-dimensional roughness elements.

This is a remarkable feature of the turbulence produc-

tion in the roughness sublayer. The quasi-streamwise
vortices formed in the roughness sublayer are disrupted

by colliding into either roughness elements or other

vortical structures shed from the roughness elements

and therefore, as a result of such a complex mechanism,

a high-energy layer is formed above the plane of the

roughness crests.
5. Concluding remarks

The present paper provides results from a direct

numerical simulation of pressure-driven flow in a plane

channel. Unlike all other computer simulations of tur-

bulent flow in a rod-roughened channel, both walls are

roughened by equally spaced transverse square rods.

The time and spanwise-averaged mean velocity field and

turbulence statistics are therefore symmetric about the

channel mid-plane in the present flow configuration,
whereas highly asymmetric mean velocity profiles are

observed in channels with one rough and one smooth

wall. A pitch-to-height ratio of 8, i.e. the so-called k-type
roughness, is chosen in order to explore a configuration

in which the roughness is known to have the largest

influence on the mean flow field. The same or similar

pitch-to-height ratio has recently been considered by

others, e.g. Leonardi et al. (2003a,b). However, the
height k of the square rods in the present study is only

1.7% of the channel height, which is smaller by a factor

of 3 than in all earlier computer simulations. The height

of the roughness elements in wall units is only 13.6.

According to the prevailing engineering vocabulary, the

present configuration is neither hydrodynamically



Fig. 14. 3-D Instantaneous vortical structures: (a) rough-wall channel

and (b) smooth-wall channel.
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smooth nor rough but in the transitional regime where

both Reynolds number and relative roughness height

matters. The actual computational domain comprised

24 equally spaced square rods on each channel wall and

some 19 million grid points were required to assure an

adequate resolution.

The Reynolds-averaged streamline pattern exhibits

two co-rotating vortices which fill the cavity between
two consecutive rods. The averaged flow field which

separate from one rod does not reattach and a return

flow can be observed all along the bottom of the cavity.

The presence of the rods induces substantial changes in

the flow field not only within the cavities formed by the

gap between two consecutive rods, but also in a certain

layer above the crest of the rods. The fairly large extent

of the roughness effects is believed to arise from the
occasionally vigorous fluid motion originating from the

cavities. The associated augmentation of wall-normal

momentum exchange is characteristic for k-type rough-

ness. Outside the roughness sublayer, the streamlines

become practically parallel with the wall and no dis-

cernible streamwise variation of the second-order tur-

bulence statistics can be observed. However, the

roughness-induced vertical mean motion hV i, which
enhances the cross-sectional mixing, persists even be-

yond the roughness sublayer. The dynamical signifi-
cance of the associated shear �hUihV i is negligible

compared to the Reynolds shear stress �huvi beyond 5k.
The roughness function DUþ, i.e. the characteristic

downward shift of the logarithmic part of the mean
velocity profile, is found to be 7 and thus significantly

below the logarithmic dependency of DUþ on kþ de-

duced in the experimental study of Bakken and Krogs-

tad (2003). This observation suggests that the directly

simulated flow field is transitionally rough.

Although the mean flow and the turbulence statistics

are dramatically affected by the rods within the rough-

ness sublayer, elongated streamwise streaky structures
can be observed above the rods. Such streaky structures

have not been reported in any of the earlier computa-

tional studies of rod-roughened channel flow. The

presence of streamwise-oriented streaks is another

indication that the flow is in the transitionally rough

regime. Since the streaky structures are typically

embedded in the buffer region and the innermost part of

the logarithmic layer, it is intuitively clear that suffi-
ciently high roughness elements may prevent the for-

mation of conventional wall-layer streaks. The low value

of kþ in the present study explains why the present flow

is rather different from that observed by Leonardi et al.

(2003a,b) in spite of the same pitch-to-height ratio. This

is yet another manifestation that, at least for k-type
roughness, both the height of the roughness elements

and the spacing between them are crucial parameters.
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